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Marinepool Winter Collection 2013/2014
Marinepool goes Ice Sailing
October 2013, Munich, GER
The Marinepool life style collections
are designed with all the experience
and expertise gained over more than
22 years in the area of performance
sailing clothing, and are the authentic
match to the technical clothing lines.
In time for the coming winter month
Marinepool presents the new multifaceted winter lifestyle collection for
the upcoming cold season, which
ideally complements the summer
collections.
Waisted cuts, elaborate embroideries
and coloured applications in the
season‘s trend colours orange and
yellow underline the warm style of the
winter collection with both fashionable
and elegant details.
Careful attention is paid to functionality
and quality: indeed, the utilized
materials comprise an interesting

combination of down, combed wool,
micro fleece in collar and pockets,
water-repellent membranes as well as
shiny Nylon and intelligent TecWool.
Furthermore, clever details including for
instance the effect of twin-layer jackets,
removable snow protections and hoods
or integrated MP3/mobile phone
pockets show a high level of creativity.
The smart casual Marinepool winter
collection presents a sportive and
contemporary look for men and
glamorous - feminine look for women perfect for an ice sailing trip (why not to
the Lake Tahoe which gave the
collection its name), a walk along the
snowy water front and of course for
evenings in the cosy atmosphere of an
open fire place.
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Marinepool goes Ice Sailing

Examples from the collection
Calina Blouse - left at the top
fitted blouse in contemporary check shirt
style,eyecatching chest pocket,colorcontrasting
stand-up collar and hem band,
lovely IceSailing embroidery, 100% cotton,
navy
Abano Jacke - left at center
Jacket with smart material combination of
48% PES, 32% CV, 12% PU, 6% WO and
2% EL with removeable hood, comfortable
fleece pockets on side and big chest pocket
with button, elegant fleece patches on
sleeve, zipper with elaborately decorated
button border; navy/ greying

Caitana Cardigan - right at center
knitted dufflecoat - cardigan with wooden
catches, four pockets on chest and waist, shawl
collar, waist belt, elaborately embroidered IceSail
Patch on the back; 80% WO and 20% NY, navy
and grey
Cajus Down Jacket - right at the bottom
ultra light down jacket, suited for siiking and
winter sports due to removeable snow
protection on waist, removeable hood, closeable
face protection and separate pocket on sleeve
for ski pass; 100% NY in
navy, light grey and blue
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